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METHODICAL AND PLANNED APPROACH FOR TRANSITION.  

 

Planet Earth, 191 world countries, and over 9 Billion human beings 

have been living in a flawed system, a rouge old world order run by 

usa by printing unlimited usd $, to impose inequality, impose all 

forms of slavery, impose all forms of exploitation, and cheat everyone 

by keeping many in ignorance. They have pushed the limits of 

exploitation by chasing psychotic objectives to live until 1000 years 

by killing many people from across the world, for organ harvesting 

and in that heart harvesting and heart transplant. This must be 

stopped and the old world order must be ended.  

 

Step 1, Introduction of Project Earthling© by me to 193 countries.  

In accordance with my authored macro-economic reform ‘Project 

Earthling©’, copyright registration number L-81033/2019, issued on 

22/2/2019 by Indian copyright office, which along with additional 

details, a comparative document of usd v/s Earthling, that has been 

shared with you and are available at my website 

Srinivasdevathi.com, at webpage Project Earthling©, the first step in 

correcting this flawed world we live in, is to take this macro-economic 

reform ‘Project Earthling©’ live. The reform must be introduced by 

me to 193 world country delegates, at a WIPO assembly session.  

 

Step 2, Bring Project Earthling© to decisive voting.  

After I introduce the macro-economic reform, it must be brought for 

its decisive voting of all 193 world countries, for its implementation, 

to be taken live. Given the enormous benefits of the macro-reform, 

we must expect that it would be voted in with a thumping majority. 

With the voting result, ‘Earthlings Council, EC’, referred as GEC, 

Global Earthlings Council in the copyright and other documentation, 

will be established. EC will have 193 member country delegates who 

will sign the set of ‘EC spin off documents’, and will elect their 

designated signatories. 
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Step 3, EC, the payor for new world order councils to elect their 

designated signatories.  

The designated signatories to get started and move into executing all 

the necessary legal work, documents on behalf of EC.  

At the same time, designing the Earthling currency bills and setting 

up the mints to print them shall start and follow thru to conclusion.  

The ‘Payor’ for the new world order, in a world neutral currency 

Earthlings, for the establishment, and operations of all the ‘New 

world order’ councils is now in place. The world is prepared to 

establish the new world order councils.  

 

Step 4, Introduction of ‘United Nations Global Governance Model 

2020©’ by me to 193 countries.  

In accordance with my authored macro-governance reform ‘United 

Nations Global Governance Model 2020©’, copyright registration 

number L-91243/2020, issued on 14/5/2020 by Indian copyright 

office, which along with ‘Right perspectives for the world’ copyright 

application filed with Indian copyright office, which clearly defines 

some of the new world order councils, must be introduced by me to 

the 193 country delegates at an upcoming WIPO assembly session.   

 

Step 5, Bring ‘United Nations Global Governance Model 2020©’ to its 

decisive voting.  

After I introduce the macro-governance reform, it must be brought 

for its decisive voting of all 193 world countries, for its 

implementation, to be taken live. Given the enormous benefits of the 

New world order, we must expect that it would be voted in with a 

thumping majority. This will result in the step of ‘Establishing the 

New World Order Councils’. For the establishment of all the ‘New 

World Order Councils’, all the 191 world country delegates, 

excluding usa and uk, will sign the ‘Council spin-off documents’ thus 

taking the councils live.   
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CORE COUNCILS TO BE ESTABLISHED FIRST. 

 

        

Step 6, Following core councils to be established first.  

With EC having gone live, the payor for the new world order, the core 

councils must be taken live. I define ‘Core council’ as a council that 

has immediate relevance to all the world countries and all human 

beings, that have suffered, and have faced the horrors and ugliness 

of the old world order. The core councils that must go live and start 

their work, and operations include the following.   

 GI-50 Council 

 G-193 Council 

 Judicial Council 

 Medical Council  

 

  

NEW WORLD ORDER COUNCILS. 

 

Here is an introduction of the New World Order Councils, in the form 

of a grid / table. The detailed documentation for each of the council 

shall be presented and circulated by me to the 193 country member 

delegates. I refer you to the ‘Right perspectives for the World’ 

webpages at my website Srinivasdevathi.com, with the sub-segment 

name of the Judicial Council and Medical council to review the 

details of these councils. All the ‘New World Order Councils’ to have 

191-member country delegates. Usa and uk, that ran the rouge old 

world order are banned for 20 years from new world order councils.  
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THE ROUGE OLD WORLD ORDER ORGANS AND THEIR INTENDED 

DIABOLICAL, PSYCHOTIC PURPOSES AND AGENDAS.  

Here is a list of the old world order rouge UN organs that have been 

run with and for the selfish motives of usa and uk. All the other 

organizations and programs run by the rouge old world order UN are 

also working against the world countries and citizens.  

 

 

Council Abbreviations Council Introduction

Earthlings Council EC or GEC

The world Financial control council, that controls and governs the printing 

of world neutral currency Earthlings. It pays for all world councils 

operations in the new world order. It monetizes responsible countries by 

giving development packages to deliver Economic growth. Some of its 

objectives are to eliminate poverty, deliver sustainable economies, finance 

other councils to deliver sustainable balanced societies, and to deliver a 

legitimate structured world for human beings on the planet, living across 

the 193 world countries. The council delivers access to all remedies for 

humanity in a world decentralized by country. 

Group Influential 50 Council GI-50

A central council in the new world order capable of taking executive 

decisions. A platform for all the world subjects, world issues, world 

problems, or chosen regional subjects / issues / problems, to be tabled for 

discussion, executive decision, and if required referred to G-193 council or 

other councils for discussion, presentations, dialogue, deliberation, 

decisive voting, and action. 141 countries to be observers at the council. 

Group 193 Council G-193

A central council in the new world order to take up any of the referred 

subjects, issues, or problems that do not fall into the responsibility and 

authority of any of the other councils directly, for discussion, 

presentations, dialogue, deliberation, decisive voting, and action. 

Judicial Council JC

One of the strongest councils in the new world order, that would retain 

the authority, span, control, and can issue orders that are enforceable in 

all the world countries, to protect the International law, rights of all world 

countries, their businesses, and their citizens. They safeguard and protect 

equality, right to life and all the listed international laws. To protect the 

International laws, they retain the judicial power and authority to issue 

directions, and advise protocol variations, to all the other councils 

including GI-50 and G-193. They deliver justice to all the world countries, 

their businesses, their citizens, by way of World Court at Judicial council. 

Medical Council MC

A central council protecting the health, and well bring of all the world 

country citizens by way of documenting and managing the single version 

of truth medical journals and medical literature to deliver good quality life 

taking citizens into nineties by their age.  

Records Council RC

A true fact and records keeping council, delivering a single version of truth 

on the world history, and the history of all the world countries. They 

prevent distortion of history and facts. They shall own satellites delivering 

map and driving instructions to citizens of all the world countries.  

WIPO, International Bureau to integrate and become a Council, by establishing an agreement directly with EC. 

Other councils to be defined by me. Will be documenting them in upcoming months. 

Given the rouge old world order run by usa and uk, they will be banned from new world order councils for 20 years. 

EC shall have 193 member country delegates. GI-50, G-193, JC, MC, and RC to have 191 member country delegates. 

NEW WORLD ORDER COUNCILS

All the new world order councils paid for in world neutral currency EARTHLINGS. 
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THE HORRORS OF THE OLD WORLD ORDER, A ROUGE REGIME. 

THE INEVITABILITY OF NEW WORLD ORDER TO SAVE HUMANITY.  

 

The 191 world countries and over 9 Billion human beings on planet 

Earth have suffered irreparable losses, were put through great pain, 

suffering, torture, and abuse by the rouges of the old world order. 

Usa with a built up arrogance of over 300 years, has lost its sense of 

reality, lost its connection to humanity, lost its understanding of 

functioning societies, and cannot understand any human being from 

the other 191 world countries. The languages on planet earth used 

for communication, can only do partial justice in explaining and 

detailing the horrors inflicted by the old world order on humanity.  

 

Here are some of the inflicted horrors on 191 world countries and 

over 9 Billion human beings of earth.  

- Imposed slavery across the world.  

- Imposed inequality across the world.  

- Used divisive tactics to destroy the target country or subject.  

- Pursuit of ‘live for 1000 years program’ by killing any number of 

people from across the world countries.  

Organ Purpose

UNSC

Security Council, was only interested in the security of the payor for old world order usa that 

printed unlimited usd. In this context the security of usa went into investing in psycotic, illegal, 

diabolical, and devious programs to be run by this old world order, including the central program 

of them all to get second life by heart harvesting and heart transplant, at the expense of 

murdering the young, in twenties, from all the world countries. After world war II, and stamping 

authority on world countries, eliminating competition, they wanted to pay for fake, farce 

organizations chasing the 'live for 1000 years' program. That is the resulting old world order 

rouge UN. They name these organizations as 'organs'. They select four others to join this by 

calling UNSC permamnent five, when all the other four were controlled and ordered by usa.  

UNGA

A fake farce assembly of old world order paid by usa in usd, to exercise authority, control, 

command, and order the 191 world countries, along with their ally uk. Not a single serious 

subject, issue, problem of any of the 191 world countries were discussed with an objective to 

solve them. They were intentionally blocked to cater to use this organ to order other countries. 

UN Economic and Social Council
No economic growth was ever delivered to any of the world countries, that were looking for it. 

The council has no credibility and Project Earthling© has put it in its place. 

ICJ
A fake judicial organ established in what is termed the sex capital of the world. Its history is 

clearly indicating the sham of a judicial court that it is. 

Secretariat A team of workers taking orders from their payor usa, and working only for their interests. 

Trusteeship Council A defunct organ which is obsolete. No one has any trust in this old world order or its organs. 

All these old world order organs must be decommissioned and shut down. 

All the other UN organizations and programs were run with the same selfish motives. They must also be shut down. 

They never ever cared for 191 world countries and 9 Billion human beings on the planet. They were only to be exploited. 

ROUGE OLD WORLD ORDER ORGANS RUN BY USA ONLY FOR THEIR SELFISH MOTIVES

Paid for in a local domestic currency of one country usa, in usd-$. 
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- Conducted innumerable ‘illegal clinical trials’.  

- The illegal pharmaceutical work, easily have killed over a billion 

human beings across 191 world countries in last 200 years.  

- Targeted humans across the world for any reason and no reason 

at all. Mostly out of racism, hatred, and jealousy.   

- Never respected any local law. Never framed an international law 

that benefitted the world.  

- Ensured no medical law existed.  

- In a methodical and planned way, built bribing network, and drew 

most world countries into corruption.  

- Illegal domination and control of 191 countries, imposing slavery 

by using political, financial, or economic levers.  

- Proliferated human trafficking for labor slavery.  

- Proliferated human trafficking for sex slavery.  

- Intentionally imposed illiteracy and ignorance.  

- Exploitation of the ignorant.  

- Intruded into personal lives and professional lives by using illegal 

Nixon technology.  

- Put human beings in ‘Life cages’. A combination of internal and 

external cages.  

- Ran programs to robotically control humans and their life.  

- Plan to set-up human farms, to control and grow humans for 

organ harvesting, in particular heart harvesting.  

- Plan to create possible island short life societies made to believe 

humans live only until 30. Societies set up for heart harvesting.  

 

 

LASTING BENEFITS TO HUMANITY AND PLANET EARTH FROM THE 

NEW WORLD ORDER.  

 

Some of the benefits of the New World Order are listed at my website 

ProjectEarthling.com. The New World Order will deliver economic 

equality, business equality, trade equality to all the world countries. 

It delivers an end to all forms of slavery imposed by old world order.  

The Humanity, over 9 Billion people on Earth will have a lot to thank 

the ‘Judicial Council’ and ‘Medical Council’. The 191 world countries, 

their businesses, their citizens will have access to the Judicial 
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Council which will enforce the International law, and World medical 

law. The digital platform access to the single version of truth medical 

journals and medical literature, made available by the ‘Medical 

Council’ will provide the necessary health care and well being to 

people living across planet Earth, including poor countries and the 

remotest villages across the world countries.  

The New World order has been directionally aligned by me to 

eliminate poverty from across the world countries, by giving 

‘development packages’ for responsible countries that want to take 

charge of their country, its economic status, and want to achieve 

sustained GDP growth. I shall also be giving the full step by step 

procedure, a 30 year directional guidance, that could be emulated 

by all the poor countries of the world, while I go on to achieve ‘Goal 

year 30 FE for India’, wherein FE, stands for Freedom by Earthling 

years, which end the AD years.   

Benefits to over 9 Billion human beings.  

Access to Health care that you can trust, access to Justice by way of 

neutral bench of judges presiding on your lawsuit, full liability claim 

for all wrongdoing by old world order from year 1777, enjoyable full 

equality, end of racism, end of hatred, end of jealousy, right to life, 

are some of the benefits to over 9 Billion people living on Earth. 

Further, these benefits are to persist for decades and centuries to 

come. This means the New world order will deliver benefits and its 

positive effects to generations of human beings to take birth on 

planet earth for decades, centuries, and millennia to come.  

With the decentralized world, we realize 191 independent and free 

countries. And the ‘New World order’ will ensure that these 

decentralized countries build their own countries, economies, and 

take care of their own citizens, and businesses. This will ensure, that 

no world country or world citizen, is or can be caged, as human 

beings have been in the old world order. This means the end of 

human ‘life cages’, internal and/or external cages, and the end of the 

diabolical devious objectives of old world order to run human farms, 

and/or control humans like robots.  
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A fully free, and independent world by countries is realized where the 

countries, their citizens are in control of their lives and societies.  
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